STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT
MEETING DETAILS
Club:
Canterbury Jockey Club @ Riccarton Park
Date:
Wednesday, 14 September 2022
Weather:
Fine
Track:
Synthetic
Rail:
True
Stewards:
V Algar (Chair), J Oatham, D Wadley
Vet:
A Corser BVSc
Typist:
C McMullan
SUMMARY
Suspensions:
Fines:

Nil
Race

4
5

Warnings:

Race

4
5

Protests:
Request for Ruling:
Horse Actions:

Nil
Nil
Race

7

7
Follow Up:

Race

Rider Changes:

Race

1
7
3
6

Late Scratchings:
Medical Certificates:
Swabbing:

J & K Parsons STOLEN DECREE
Presenting runner without notified gear (blinkers) [Rule 616(4)] $50
J Burrows REDGUM
Presenting runner without notified gear (blinkers) [Rule 616(4)] $50
M TAYLOR SISTER SARAH
Careless riding [Rule 638(1)(d)]
B Murray TRUSTWORTHY
Whip use arm above shoulder height [Rule 638(3)(f)(ii)]

PAGE THREE
Bled. 3 month stand down from racing or trialling, 2 month stand down from
exercise. Veterinary clearance required.
SOMBRA DEAMOR
Veterinary clearance required
SO AMUSED

SOMBRA DEAMOR
VAUDEVIRE
K Mudhoo replaced C Carmine (overweight)
THE ARCTIC BLAST
K Chowdhoory replaced J Lowry (overweight)

Nil
Nil
CHARBANO, SELFIE, MARYWEKA, ATAAHUA, BELLE OF THE BALL, BEAU ROUGE, ILLICIT MISS

GENERAL
C Carmine was unable to make the weight in Race 3 with rider replacement as above.
J Lowry was unable to make the weight in Race 6 with rider replacement as above.
As neither C Carmine nor J Lowry attended the meeting, the matter will be dealt with at Riccarton Races on Saturday
17 September.
SUPPLEMENTARY
Nothing to report
RACE COMMENTS
Race 1
CUP WEEK TICKETS ON SALE NOW MAIDEN 1200m

COUNT NICO (T Moseley) - Over raced in the middle stages.
SO AMUSED (L Allpress) - Raced three wide without cover. Lay out near the 350 metres hampering MUMBO JUMBO.
When questioned regarding performance rider advised after being caught wide the mare had failed to let down when
placed under pressure however will benefit from its fresh up run. Underwent a post-race veterinary examination
which revealed a slow recovery rate. Stewards will follow up with connections in the coming days.
MUMBO JUMBO (R Mudhoo) - Raced ungenerously when being steadied off heels near the 800 metres. Hampered
near the 350 metres.
CHARBANO (S Wynne) - Raced greenly in the final straight. Held up rounding the final turn and early in the straight
before obtaining clear running near the 300 metres. Underwent a post-race veterinary examination after returning to
the enclosure with blood present in the left nostril which revealed a small nasal laceration consistent with having
knocked its head in the barriers prior to the start.
LOVE FIFTEEN (D Montes de Oca) - Held up for a distance near the 200 metres.
POWERLITE (T Comignaghi) - Inconvenienced just short of the finish when CHARBANO shifted outwards.
Race 2
SPEIGHT’S SUMMIT ULTRA ON TAP HANDICAP 1200m
SELFIE (K Mudhoo) - Slow away.
OUR CLARRY (Y Atchamah) - Raced wide without cover. Inclined to lay inwards under pressure in the straight.
OUR ROSETTE (S Wynne) - Briefly steadied when OUR CLARRY (Y Atchamah) lay in under pressure near the 100
metres. Y Atchamah was advised to exercise greater care in similar circumstances.
CAUSE CELEBRE (C Barnes) - When questioned regarding performance rider could offer no excuse. Trainer P Harris
advised Stewards he will now be looking to retire the gelding from racing.
Race 3
CELEBRATING THE 50TH NZ 2000 GUINEAS MAIDEN 3YO 1200m
TAIMATE ROSE (M Taylor) - Hampered leaving the barriers when KINDRED SPIRIT jumped inwards. Had to be steadied
after improving into restricted room to the inside of KINDRED SPIRIT which was over racing when the pace eased near
the 900 metres.
KINDRED SPIRIT (K Chowdhoory) - Jumped away awkwardly making contact with TAIMATE ROSE. Made contact with
VAUDEVIRE when shifting outwards to obtain clear running near the 400 metres.
PHEROZ FRIENDS (S Wynne) - Jumped away awkwardly losing ground. Over raced badly through the middle stages.
CHEX MY NONO (T Moseley) - Crowded leaving the barriers.
VAUDEVIRE (K Mudhoo) - Contacted near the 400 metres.
Race 4
CHRISTCHURCH CASINO SI RACING AWARDS 16/09 MAIDEN 1400m
J & K Parsons (STOLEN DECREE) - Presented this runner without the notified gear (blinkers) and fined $50 under the
Minor Infringement Schedule.
STOLEN DECREE (D Montes de Oca) - Slow away. Steadied when improving onto heels approaching the 800 metres
going back onto FOLKTALE. Lay in under pressure throughout the final straight.

ATAAHUA (G Jogoo) - Slow away. Over raced when being restrained passing the 1200 metres. Held up passing the 600
metres having to shift out across heels to obtain clear running near the 350 metres.
SATELLITE (L Allpress) - Raced three wide without cover.
ELLENAWROE (T Comignaghi) - Steadied near the 1200 metres to avoid the heels of MISS OTIS REGRETS which was
dictated inwards by SISTER SARAH.
MISS OTIS REGRETS (C Barnes) – Dictated inwards 1200 metres.
FOLKTALE (R Mudhoo) - Had to be steadied off the heels of STOLEN DECREE approaching the 800 metres.
MISS AMADI (K Williams) - Held up behind the weakening MONGOLIAN STAR near the 400 metres having to be
steadied.
BEAUTY’S SECRET (B Murray) - Trainer P Harris advised that BEAUTY’S SECRET will now be retired from racing.
M Taylor (SISTER SARAH) - Issued with a warning after permitting her mount SISTER SARAH to shift inwards when not
sufficiently clear of MISS OTIS REGRETS and ELLENAWROE near the 1200 metres.
Race 5
CELEBRATING THE 50TH NZ 1000 GUINEAS 1400m
J Burrows (REDGUM) - Presented this runner without the notified gear (blinkers) and fined $50 under the Minor
Infringement Schedule.
REDGUM (S Wynne) - Slow away.
BELLE OF THE BALL (J Kamaruddin) - Jumped away awkwardly.
EL TIRADOR (D Montes de Oca) - Over raced in the middle stages.
SOOO DUSTY (L Allpress) - Held up near the 400 metres.
UGO (J Laking) - Lay out rounding the final turn.
B Murray (TRUSTWORTHY) - Issued with a warning after using his whip with an action which raised the rider’s arm
above shoulder height.
Race 6
ELLIE STOKES TRUST CHARITY DINNER 22/09 MAIDEN 1600m
THE ARCTIC BLAST (K Chowdhoory) - Jumped away awkwardly. Held up rounding the final turn and continued to have
difficulty obtaining clear running until the concluding stages.
NORMOUS (T Comignaghi) - Slow away.
RELENTLESS KAYDEN (K Kwo) - Slow away. Raced three wide without cover.
ROYAL KHAN (B May) - Held up approaching the 200 metres.
CEEDOUBLEUJAY (D Montes de Oca) - Lay in under pressure throughout the final straight.
DEVIL IN DISGUISE (L Allpress) - When questioned regarding the performance rider advised in her opinion the gelding
will now benefit from a step up in distance.

Race 7
NZB INSURANCE PEARL SERIES RACE 1600m
SOMBRA DEAMOR (D Montes de Oca) - Slow away then after being ridden with urgency to recover over raced in the
early stages. When questioned regarding performance rider advised the mare felt indifferent in its action. A post-race
veterinary examination revealed SOMBRA DEAMOR to be lame in both hind legs. Connections were advised a
veterinary clearance will now be required prior to the mare trialling or racing next.
LA COFRADIA (C Barnes) - Commenced to over race shortly after the start getting its head up before being allowed to
improve forward to sit outside the leader passing the 1000 metres.
PAGE THREE (K Chowdhoory) - Raced three wide without cover throughout. Returned to the enclosure with blood
present in both nostrils. Following a veterinary examination PAGE THREE was confirmed to have bled. PAGE THREE
shall not be ridden in exercise for a period of two months or start in any race or trial for a period of three months, and
then only after a satisfactory gallop of at least 1000 metres in the presence of a veterinarian.

Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment

